
Integrated Marketing Communications 

 Providing New Solutions for Old Challenges 



Integrated 
 

We are a full-service partner providing integrated, 
strategic and innovative marketing and 

communications solutions designed to meet the 
specific needs of our clients.  

 



Passionate 

We are passionate about what we do and work with 
companies of all sizes to create, develop and 

enhance . From start-ups or mid-size to 
multinationals, we treat each client as a partner and 

each brand as if it were our own. 



Experienced 
 Over twenty years of retail and distribution experience, 

 Nexxos Marketing Group is a leader that specializes in 
developing consumer and trade focused brands and companies.  



Innovative 
A fresh approach designed to get results. 

We recognize that one size does not fit all and understand that 
every client or brand has its own unique personality, specific 

goals, and specialized needs.  



Strategic 
Our customized strategies aim to connect brands with targeted 
consumers to build identity, drive loyalty and position them for 

long term equity growth. 



Analytical 
To bring your brand or company to life, we also analyze your business 
and where you are now to create a tailored communication strategy 

that best fits where you want to be.  



We Plan, We Execute, We ensure your marketing 
efforts work together effectively. 

 

Effective 



One team. One cohesive strategy, One 
solid integrated marketing plan 





From our clients….. 
Karen Furman and the entire Nexxos team are a pleasure to work with, my experience with them 
has been excellent and I highly recommend the agency! They are strategic in their approach, 
forward thinkers and extremely dedicated to your business. I worked with Karen for over 7 years 
and collaborated on many successful marketing campaigns that included consumer promotions, 
TV, Digital and point of sale. Karen is absolutely client-centric and without a doubt consistent and 
dependable with execution. Karen and her team treat a brand as if it were their own, they bring 
experience and passion to their work and drive success.  

Lauren Campbell – Nestle – Wonka Business Development 

 

Karen Furman is a strategic thinker and has the tenacity to scale a business from the ground 
up. Her ability to navigate in both the international and domestic marketplace creates for a 
holistic approach on all fronts. She and her entire Nexxos team are true collaborators and 
have everyone's best interest in mind when governing a plan to succession. I highly 
recommend the Nexxos Marketing Group team as one that will bring tremendous value to 
your business and brand. 

 

Elizabeth Van Dyke - Cisco – Sales Director Latin America   

 



Let US Help you Build 

Nexxos Marketing Group 
 
        Karen Furman 
 
       (305) 682-9782 
 
karen@nexxosusa.com 
 
  www.nexxosusa.com 

Contact us: 

mailto:karen@nexxosusa.com

